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Calculation for Rainwater Harvesting
Potential from roof area (for example):
75 sq. m.

Average Annual Rainfall:

800mm (0.800m)

Water harvesting potential: Terrace area
x Avg. Annual
Rainfall
= 75 X 0.800
= 60 Cu. M.
(60,000 litres)
For a runoff coefficient
of 0.8 for roof surface;
Harvestable Rainwater

= 48,000 litres
annually

Advantages
Prevents water logging
Reduces flood hazards
Provides water throughout the year
Mitigates the effects of drought
Raises the groundwater levels
Land is wasted for storage
No people are displaced

Who benefits?
You are the one who will benefit, along
with your family, friends, neighbours and
fellow Indians. By harvesting rainwater
you will help to replenish and restore
groundwater levels ensuring that there is
plenty of water for today and tomorrow!
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ainwater harvesting is the process

Water that falls as rain on our roofs is the

by which we can capture and retain the

easiest to collect and the most common

excess water that falls as rain that would

form of rainwater harvesting, but we can

otherwise wash away from our roads and

also collect rainwater through drains and

roof tops.

large areas of concrete or tarmac such

When rain falls there are many places

as car parks.

that it goes, some of the water is

This allows for sustainable extraction of

absorbed into the earth and soil to be

water during dry periods for people to use

used by plants and or seep into the

in their homes and fields or by industry,

underground water table. Some water

thus ensuring there is always water

flows through drains and water channels

available.
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or off the hills and mountains into
streams which then flow into rivers and
Water falls as rain
onto the roof and
runs down through
pipes into the ground

eventually the seas. However water that
falls on urban areas and buildings where
there is a lot of concrete cannot flow
away unless it is through drains and
sewers. Rainwater harvesting seeks to
collect and store this water for later use,
this allows us to maximise the water that
falls as rain when it falls in abundance
and use it during times when there is
less water available.

The pipes carry the water to
a special filter before it
enters the storage tank
WISE

WISER

The water in the
storage tank slowly
seeps down into the
ground to top up the
groundwater supply for
use at another time

